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From a distinguished clinician, pioneer in working with behaviorally challenging kids, and author
of the acclaimed The Explosive Child comes a groundbreaking approach for understanding and
helping these kids and transforming school discipline.Frequent visits to the principal's office.
Detentions. Suspensions. Expulsions. These are the established tools of school discipline for
kids who don't abide by school rules, have a hard time getting along with other kids, don't seem
to respect authority, don't seem interested in learning, and are disrupting the learning of their
classmates. But there's a big problem with these strategies: They are ineffective for most of the
students to whom they are applied.It's time for a change in course.Here, Dr. Ross W. Greene
presents an enlightened, clear-cut, and practical alternative. Relying on research from the
neurosciences, Dr. Greene offers a new conceptual framework for understanding the difficulties
of kids with behavioral challenges and explains why traditional discipline isn't effective at
addressing these difficulties. Emphasizing the revolutionarily simple and positive notion that kids
do well if they can, he persuasively argues that kids with behavioral challenges are not attention-
seeking, manipulative, limit-testing, coercive, or unmotivated, but that they lack the skills to
behave adaptively. And when adults recognize the true factors underlying difficult behavior and
teach kids the skills in increments they can handle, the results are astounding: The kids
overcome their obstacles; the frustration of teachers, parents, and classmates diminishes; and
the well-being and learning of all students are enhanced.In Lost at School, Dr. Greene describes
how his road-tested, evidence-based approach -- called Collaborative Problem Solving -- can
help challenging kids at school.His lively, compelling narrative includes:• tools to identify the
triggers and lagging skills underlying challenging behavior.• explicit guidance on how to radically
improve interactions with challenging kids -- along with many examples showing how it's done.•
dialogues, Q & A's, and the story, which runs through the book, of one child and his teachers,
parents, and school.• practical guidance for successful planning and collaboration among
teachers, parents, administrations, and kids.Backed by years of experience and research, and
written with a powerful sense of hope and achievable change, Lost at School gives teachers and
parents the realistic strategies and information to impact the classroom experience of every
challenging kid.

"We cannot ignore difficult student behaviors any longer. Dr. Greene's book is a timely
contribution to the literature on how schools must support ALL students, and his approach fits
well with Response to Intervention (RTI)." -- Rachel Brown-Chidsey, Ph.D., NCSP Associate
Professor, School Psychology Program, University of Southern Maine, coauthor, Response to
Intervention: Principles and Strategies for Effective PracticeAbout the AuthorDr. Ross W. Greene
is the author of Raising Human Beings, Lost and Found, Lost at School, and The Explosive



Child. Dr. Greene was on the faculty at Harvard Medical School for over twenty years, and is now
founding director of the nonprofit organization Lives in the Balance (LivesintheBalance.org),
through which he disseminates the model of care—now called Collaborative & Proactive
Solutions—described in his books. Dr. Greene’s research has been funded by the US
Department of Education, the National Institute on Drug Abuse, the Stanley Medical Research
Institute, and the Maine Juvenile Justice Advisory Group. He speaks widely throughout the
world.From the Author"I wrote Lost at School because a lot of educators were telling me they
wanted a book on Collaborative & Proactive Solutions that was specially geared toward the
problems they face in school...and to help them persuade colleagues who were still stuck in old
ways of thinking about school discipline to change their thinking and their practices. It's had an
impact on discipline practices in many schools...just not enough of them just yet." -- Ross
Greene --This text refers to the paperback edition.From Publishers WeeklyPsychiatrist and
Harvard professor Greene follows up The Explosive Child with an in-depth approach to aid
parents and teachers to work together with behaviorally challenging students. Greene's
philosophy is driven by the recognition that "kids who haven't responded to natural
consequences don't need more consequences, they need adults who are knowledgeable about
how challenging kids come to be challenging." Greene's "Plan B" system, which is fully and
clearly explained in the course of the book, emphasizes identifying challenging behaviors-acting
out, hitting, swearing, poor performance in class-and then working with students to find actual,
practical ways to avoid them. Helpfully, Greene uses a fictional school for examples, devoting
several pages to illustrative anecdotes in each chapter, greatly increasing the material's
accessibility. Greene's technique is not fail-proof, principally because it requires the good will
and hard work of all participants; a section on implementing Plan B in the face of real
disagreement or apathy would have been helpful. However, Plan B has all the qualities of
accessibility, logic and compassion to make it a solid strategy for parents and
educators.Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights
reserved. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From BooklistZero-
tolerance policies in school that take swift and harsh action against children for misbehavior are
in danger of attaching labels and stigma to children with behavior problems, according to
Greene, psychiatrist and author of The Explosive Child (1998). Greene explores the causes
behind the behavior of children who are considered hard to control. He maintains that such
children are not acting out of defiance but because they lack the skills to adapt their behavior to
school norms. When adults take the time to teach children adaptive skills in increments, they see
remarkable improvements in the behavior of these children. Drawing on his experience as a
psychiatrist, Greene recounts vignettes of challenging behavior—from crying and whining to
avoid tasks to manipulation to disruptive shouting or truculence. These children often have
difficulty changing routine during the school day, reflecting on many thoughts at the same time,
or managing emotions. Green advises making a checklist of unsolved problems and lagging
skills and devising specific plans for addressing them. Accessible advice for parents and



teachers concerned about children with behavior problems. --Vanessa Bush --This text refers to
an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.IntroductionThe wasted human potential is tragic. In so many schools, kids with social,
emotional, and behavioral challenges are still poorly understood and treated in a way that is
completely at odds with what is now known about how they came to be challenging in the first
place. The frustration and desperation felt by teachers and parents is palpable. Many teachers
continue to experience enormous stress related to classroom behavior problems and from
dealing with parents, and do not receive the support they need to help their challenging
students. Half of teachers leave the profession within their first four years, and kids with
behavioral challenges and their parents are cited as one of the major reasons. Parents know
there's trouble at school, know they're being blamed, feel their kids are being misunderstood
and mistreated, but feel powerless to make things better and are discouraged and put off by
their interactions with school personnel.School discipline is broken. Not surprisingly, tightening
the vise grip hasn't worked. A task force of the American Psychological Association has recently
concluded that zero-tolerance policies, which were intended to reduce violence and behavior
problems in our schools, have instead achieved the opposite effect. A review of ten years of
research found that these policies have not only failed to make schools safe or more effective in
handling student behavior, but have actually increased behavior problems and dropout rates. Yet
public elementary and secondary schools in the United States continue to dole out a whopping
110,000 expulsions and 3 million suspensions each year, along with countless tens of millions of
detentions.Behind the statistics, behind each expulsion, suspension, and detention, are human
beings -- kids, teachers, parents -- doing the best they can with the tools they have. Dramatic
changes are needed to help them. And my experience suggests that these changes won't be as
painful and difficult as many fear. We cannot keep doing things the way we always have and
continue losing kids on a scale that is truly astounding. This book is about doing things a
different way.I interact with hundreds of challenging kids every year. These kids would like
nothing better than to be able to handle the social, emotional, and behavioral challenges being
placed on them at school and in life, but they can't seem to pull it off. Many have been getting
into trouble for so long that they've lost faith that any adult will ever know how to help them.I work
with hundreds of teachers every year, too. The vast majority care deeply about kids and devote
massive amounts of time and energy to the kids they teach. But most readily acknowledge that
understanding and helping challenging kids wasn't a major part of their education, and that they
could use some serious help with some of these students and their parents. And most are so
caught up in the daily demands of teaching and all the new initiatives imposed on them that they
simply don't have time to reflect on how to better help the challenging kids in their classrooms.I
also work with hundreds of parents of challenging kids every year. Most are eager to work with
school personnel in addressing their kids' challenges in an effective and compassionate way,
but they aren't exactly sure how to make it happen.Ten years ago I published a book called The
Explosive Child that was primarily geared toward parents. Since then, the model I described in



The Explosive Child -- called Collaborative Problem Solving (CPS) -- has been implemented not
only in thousands of households but also in dozens of inpatient psychiatric units, residential
facilities, systems of juvenile detention, and general and special education schools. It's become
clear that a book delineating how the CPS model is applied in schools is sorely needed.Now you
know why I wrote this book and for whom I wrote it. So let's talk a little about the how.Helping
kids with social, emotional, and behavioral challenges is not a mechanical exercise. Kids aren't
robots, adults aren't robots, and helping them work together isn't robotic. The work is hard,
messy, uncomfortable, and requires teamwork, patience, and tenacity, especially as the work
also involves questioning conventional wisdom and practices. This book contains lots of material
and examples to help you better understand challenging kids, how to implement the CPS model,
and how to work collaboratively toward the common goal of helping these kids more
effectively.But there's also a running story about some challenging kids, their teachers, their
parents, and the leaders of their school...and their messy, uncomfortable, collective attempts to
make things better. The running story helps accomplish several goals. First, it moves the book
rapidly from ideas to pragmatic reality. Second, it helps bring to life the challenges, pressures,
stressors, doubts, obstacles, and anxieties of each constituency. Third, it provides readers with
the actual words to use under various conditions. So often people say, "I understand the CPS
model, but I need to know what it looks and sounds like in action!" or "I need to get a feel for the
language of Collaborative Problem Solving." And they ask, "Is it truly realistic to think that an
entire school could do this?" Toward this end, the story is abundant with real-life examples and
dialogue.All of the characters are based on educators, parents, and kids I've known and worked
with, the actual challenges they tried to overcome, and how they did it. Some characters are
composites, and names and details have been changed to protect identities. I could have
presented the characters in the best possible light, but then they wouldn't have been very
authentic. So the principal in the story isn't every principal, she's just the principal of the school
in this story. Same deal for the kids, parents, teachers, and other characters. They aren't
stereotypes, nor are they intended to be representative...they're just the characters I chose to
help me demonstrate the difficulties and complexities inherent in transforming the disciplinary
culture in a classroom and school.I'm also not very specific about the type of school being
depicted. It's clearly a public school, and a lot of the action takes place in the sixth grade, but I've
been intentionally vague about its precise grade representation and the ethnicity and
socioeconomic status of its population. While these details sometimes matter at the fringes, they
don't have a dramatic impact on outcomes when people are using the CPS model. Although
there are many females exhibiting challenging behavior at school, for ease of exposition I refer to
challenging kids in this book primarily in the male gender. While the book is about kids with
social, emotional, and behavioral challenges, I use the terms kids with behavioral challenges
and (though I try to be sensitive to people-first phraseology) challenging kids to encompass all
three domains. Also, the work of other authors is referred to at various points throughout the text;
these references are contained in a separate section at the end of this book.This book is not



about academics. There are plenty of initiatives in the field of education to make sure kids get
what they need academically. This book is about the kids those initiatives inexplicably left
behind.This book does not bash or blame educators. Nor, for that matter, does it bash or blame
challenging kids or their parents. It's about the need to make dramatic changes in a system that
isn't working for teachers, parents, or challenging kids, and how to go about making those
changes. Three massive shifts are required: (1) a dramatic improvement in understanding the
factors that set the stage for challenging behavior in kids; (2) creating mechanisms for helping
these kids that are predominantly proactive instead of reactive; and (3) creating processes so
people can work on problems collaboratively.Different people will take different things from this
book. For some, the fact that challenging behavior can be traced back to lagging cognitive skills
will be quite novel. For others, the limitations of consequences could be an eye-opener. For still
others, the specific ingredients of Collaborative Problem Solving, and how these ingredients
differ from (and are often more productive than) other ways of talking with and caring about
challenging kids, will be enlightening. And for still others -- perhaps those who have become a
bit jaded or cynical -- this book may offer a fresh perspective and new hope.As always, to get the
most out of what you're about to read, the primary prerequisites are an open mind and
imagination of the possibilities.Ross W. GreeneBoston, MassachusettsCopyright © 2008 by
Ross W. Greene--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Jeremy David Stevens, “A Useful Read. I'm an EE teacher at the elementary level in a
metropolitan school, and the student behaviors/interactions with teachers outlined in the book
mirror several students I have interactions with on a daily basis. It shows that the author has
spent plenty of time in the classroom.The guiding principle of the book is that children will act
appropriately when they are capable of doing so. And taking away recess or other privileges
every day, making them do write-offs, or yelling at them isn't making them any more capable. It
may be a different matter if those techniques were working, but for many, it hasn't been working.
So what do you do when the student hasn't had any privileges for weeks, and is still acting out
with the same misbehaviors every day? Are you going to keep doing what isn't working? Or are
you going to try a different approach? The author calls that different approach Plan B. Plan B is
something a lot of teachers are doing anyway, at least the ones that I'm associated with. But
there are still some old school teachers out there who haven't gotten the memo yet. Read the
book for more on Plan B, but essentially it means negotiating with the kids and making them
partners in solving behavior problems together, and giving them the skills they need to act
appropriately going forward. Some teachers are going to see this as tantamount to capitulation,
and to some degree I can sympathize with that argument. But again, what are you going to do
when what you've been doing isn't working and you have a student or two whose defiance only
grows stronger with every punishment? Are you just going to keep in banging your head against
that wall?Much of the book is written as dialogue between teachers/students as well as teachers
amongst themselves, making it not as dry as one might expect it to be.This is a useful book for
teaching professionals, especially those who have students with particularly tricky behavior
issues.”

Crystal, “Must-read for teachers and administrators. I want to buy a copy of this book for every
teacher I know. I teach elementary school and am constantly frustrated at how all behavior
management, from the classroom to the school and district levels, boils down to reward and
punishment. Obviously, that system doesn't work, because it's the same kids receiving said
rewards and punishments day after day--if it worked, wouldn't the punished kids eventually
learn?This book highlights exactly why they don't learn: because they need to be TAUGHT. I
couldn't be rewarded or punished into becoming a good chess player, because no matter how
many cookies or slaps on the wrist you gave me, I still don't know how to play chess! The same
applies to kids who have emotional, behavior, or at-home issues that lie at the root of their
frequent "misbehavior." Understanding that, and teaching problem-solving and special
behaviors the same way we teach academic skills, is a much more worthwhile and effective way
to address recurring behavior issues in students of all ages.”

Austin S, “Thankful for a new approach to dealing with behavior. I bought this book halfway



through a very difficult school year after my worst day teaching thus far. I work at a school that
has some extremely challenging behaviors and nothing out school tried seemed to be working
for our students with difficult behaviors. I had been hit and spit on by a child much larger and
stronger than me because I was between him and a student he wanted to attack. I questioned
why I was in the teaching profession and why this student was still in our school after many other
acts of violence. When I got home that day I decided there MUST be another way and I started
researching and found this book and THANK GOD I did!I started reading this book 2 days later
and the stories at the beginning had me hooked immediately. I felt as if I was reading stories
from within my own classroom. I immediately started a book study with some other teachers fro
my school and within weeks we were able to start implementing ideas from this book within our
own classrooms.Traditional discipline may work for some of our kids, but it is not working many
of them. Rewards and punishments only make the problem worse for many students. I would
recommend this book to anyone who is looking for a new approach that works for and helps ALL
students be their best instead of making them feel lost at school. This book looks at the unsolved
problems rather than the behavior itself. This book encourages working as a team to solve
problems the child is facing rather than dealing directly with or looking at only the difficult
behavior.”

Sally, “Highly recommend for anyone in the trenches daily with children, behaviorally challenged
or not.. I bought this after reading Dr Greene's The Explosive Child. His mantra that "Kids Do
Well If They Can" really changed how I approached everything I was doing with my son, who has
developmental delays in multiple areas. This book provides a lot of practical ideas for an
education environment. As we finished my son's rough year in kindergarten, I could close my
eyes and see my son easily becoming one of these kids who is lost and left-behind and comes
out of school "worse for the wear." This book offers an understanding of how that happens, even
when schools have the best intentions. My son is a sweet boy who has difficulty in a lot of areas
that make school challenging (learning delays, speech delays, motor delays and all social/
emotional delays that come in tow). The framework presented in this book, while probably more
geared toward and audience of educators, was very refreshing to read. Every school is going to
have their ways of doing things, but I now feel prepared with how to approach issues and ask
questions to guide my son to the right kind of support for his behavior which will help him
develop appropriately.”

Emily Keller, “Perfect for educators & parents!. Bought for an assignment in a masters
psychology course and am so glad I had the opportunity to read this book. The introduction says
it all. If you work with children, with or without challenging behaviors, this book will change your
life.”

Hellsbells, “Fantastic, must-read book.. Excellent book. A must read for ALL teachers!I adapt



these techniques at home, but I so wish schools would rethink their behaviour policies which are
designed for children who, arguably, don't really need them. The children who do appear to need
discipline and punishments are too often the ones who cannot cope with that sort of treatment,
and would benefit hugely from a more flexible and collaborative approach.”

Christophe, “Help for parents and teachers of children with challenging behaviour.. I've read Dr
Greene's other book, the Explosive Child, but I'm glad he wrote this later book as it is great for
helping get an even better practical grip on the collaborative problem solving approach to
helping children with challenging behaviour. If you're a parent whose child seems to be
frequently getting into trouble at school then this book will give you some comfort and hope. We
don't punish children for being dyslexic or having a learning disability but we still seem to be
doing that to children who, through no fault of their own or their parents, lack the cognitive skills
to respond adaptively and flexibly to the demands made on them. It's a problem of
developmental delay in key areas. His work is backed up by extensive research.”

DEBRA L., “Excellent, invaluable book. Excellent book. Amazing strategies, almost like a
lightbulb moment”

MISS M ELMER kittenelbow, “fab book: genuinely useful!. Great book, fast delivery, really useful
well written book. Easy to read and totally useful in the classroom situation. Our school is using
the strategies as part of a study- the information makes total sense and is easy to incorporate
into dealings with students without any fuss,”

LINDA MYFORD, “Five Stars. A very good read with decent strategies”

The book by Ross W. Greene has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,501 people have provided feedback.
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